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A Louis XV kingswood vitrine display cabinet having shaped glass front
and side panels, typical decorative brasswork detailing and inlay work,
velvet lined interior triple section shelved display and lower enclosed
cupboard, dimensions approx. W85cm H166cm, condition is generally
good with just few scuffs and marks and some veneer lift on the crown.
Key included.
£200-300
An interesting late 19th or early 20th century glazed display cabinet
mahogany/walnut, possibly a shop fitting with shaped interior shelves to
the top two shelves having turned supports, dimensions approx W97cm
D48cm H155cm, condition generally good with just some minor lift to
the veneer, rolled glass panels all in tact. Key included.
£200-300
A hardwood kneehole desk in the 19th Century style having pull out desk
to frieze, brass drop handles and bracket feet, dimensions W84, D55,
H77cm. Key included
£150-200
An early to mid 20th Century sapele sideboard having stepped design,
with central double cupboard flanked by two side cabinets, all having
internal shelving, width approx 183cm, depth max 46cm, min 26cm,
height 92cm. Condition a little shabby and in need of a polish but
structurally sound, would make a cracking stand for a wide screen TV.
No key, but unlocked.
£40-60
A late 19th or early 20th Century walnut corner display, possibly a shop
fitting, comprising full and half internal shelves, on shaped bracket style
base. Height approx. 175cm. Key included.
£150-200
A 20th Century reproduction Regency style low chest of four long
drawers having brass drop handles and bracket feet, gentle bow front,
width approx 79cm, height 84cm, some watermarks etc to top, but
would expect will polish out
£30-50
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An Edwardian mahogany occasional table or plant stand with typical
inlay decoration to top, frieze and shaped undertier, width approx 40cm,
a few surface scratches and dings but seem structurally sound
£20-30
A mid 20th Century walnut bureau having interesting slide out internal
stationery compartment , with two drawers to base , on cabriole legs,
width approx. 68cm, chipped on flap lip. Two keys included.
£30-50
A 19th Century mahogany lowboy having two short over one long
drawer, shaped apron and square legs, approx. 66 x 49cm, height 72cm,
few watermarks etc to the top but seems structurally sound
£100-150
A reproduction Regency style mahogany bookcase , having greek key
style decoration to cornice, astral glazed top section with adjustable
wooden shelves ,over double cupboard, approx height 183cm, width
76cm, in clean condition, key included
£50-80
A set of four stained frame reproduction Regency style dining chairs
having jade green upholstery
£20-30
A small display/carry case, natural mahogany frame with slide out glass
front panel, with brass carry handles and feet, approx. dimensions 32 x
41cm, depth 14cm
£30-50
A natural pine triple wall shelf of small proportions with plate grooves to
each and shaped ends, width approx. 74cm
£20-30
A reproduction nursing chair having stained frame and button back ,
upholstered in jade green , width approx. 58cm
£30-50
A stained frame rosewood effect occasional/coffee table having
undertier, dimensions approx. 57 x 41cm
£10-15
An early 20th Century oak panelled kist/bedding box having applique
decoration, on bun feet, dimensions approx. 89 x 43 x 47cm. A bit
shabby and rubbed and split to top, bit seems structurally sound
£30-50
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A traditional stained frame Priory style sideboard, width approx. 161cm
£30-50
Two gilt frame wall mirrors, one being full length with foliate style
decoration, dimensions approx. 110 x 38cm and one having interspersed
green decoration approx. 54 x 44cm
£30-50
A modern stained frame standard lamp having circular base and turned
column
£10-15
A 19th Century occasional table having shaped top and undertier, both
having transfer decoration, on fine legs, width approx. 38cm. May have
been converted from a sewing table as evidence of a hollow section
under the table top but no drawer.
£30-50
A Sheraton revival style mahogany piano stool having satinwood inlay
decoration depicting mythical creatures etc, line inlay decoration also on
the square tapered legs which terminate with spade feet. Width approx.
50cm. Some sheet music etc included. Needs reupholstering but a good
solid frame with no loose joints etc.
£40-60
An early to mid 20th Century stained frame occasional /coffee table on
gothic style column base, width approx. 76 x 44cm
£20-30
A vintage stained frame coffee table, with plastic casters fitted
£10-15
A set of four mid 20th Century oak and ply dining chairs, havingbent ply
backs, lime green vinyl drop in seats and turned stretcherless legs
£10-15
An early 20th Century mahogany frame bedroom chair having slat back,
bergere canework seat and cabriole legs with square stretcher and an
early 20th Century mahogany bedroom chair having bergere cane seat
and back, applique decoration on back and tapered legs culminating in
spade feet
£20-30
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A (harlequin) set of six 19th Century spindle back chairs having solid elm
seats , triple spindle to back, in the Dales style, double rail front
stretcher , single rear stretcher and double side rails , signs of having had
some worm to seats
£80-120
An early 20th Century oak side table having ledge back, shaped front and
single frieze drawer, on bulbous column and turned legs , width approx.
76cm, depth 42cm, some light scratching and watermarks to top, drawer
a bit stiff
£100-150
A 19th Century stripped pine blanket box , approx dimensions 97 x 54 x
49cm, on bracket feet, top previous split with internal repair to both that
and the hinge, usual scuffs and marks but solid useful piece with
numerous alternative uses
£70-100
A set of four 19th Century spindle back kitchen chairs having rush seats,
having rail and bobbin style backs and turned stretchers
£30-50
A 19th Century oak hall chair having flared shoulder and teardrop vase
back solid seat and turned legs and stretcher, restored condition
£50-80
A William IV occasional table having beaded rosewood base and column,
possibly later mahogany top, width approx. 51cm
£50-80
A vintage teak sideboard, in the Long John style , having wide drop flap
cocktail or similar section and four side drawers, labelled Dalescraft,
length approx. 193cm, depth 53cm, few marks to top but niceley
restored
£300-500
A 19th Century mahogany and brass set of jewellers or similar scales
£20-30
An early to mid 20th Century oak monks bench having plain top,
panelled back and box section, bobbin arm supports, some applique
detailing, compact proportions approx width 91cm, clean and tidy
condition
£150-200
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A traditional stained frame bureau , carved and cockbeaded detailing to
flap , three drawers to base section cabriole legs and ball and claw feet,
width approx. 76cm, restored condition, no key but unlocked
£20-30
A reproduction trio nest of tables, in need of restoration
£10-15
An early 20th Century oak occasional table, probably been one of a nest,
width approx. 51cm, and a cabriole legged footstool
£10-15
An early to mid 20th Century burr walnut dressing table , of kidney
shaped design having triple mirror, two one two drawer configuration
on cabriole legs, good clean condition
£80-120
A gilt metal table lamp modelled as a piper in traditional dress, detail
includes feather cap and sheet music on column stand , wiring removed
for safety, will need rewiring, height to lamp holder approx 50cm
£30-50
A traditional cuckoo clock, with acorn weights and foliage and bird
detail, labelled made in Germany
£30-50
An early 20th Century oak dresser, would also work as a sideboard
without the delft rack, width approx. 125cm
£30-50
A modern stained frame coffee table having glazed top and bergere
canework undertier, approx 68 x 56cm
£20-30
A 19th Century mahogany pedestal table having circular top , turned
column and triple splay legs, diameter approx. 60cm, height 70cm,
possibly a marriage , some wear to top but sound enough
£40-60
A modern hardwood magazine table having spindle under rack and floor
protectors on feet
£10-15
An early 20th Century oak cased wall clock, silvered dial named Wilson,
Penrith, length approx. 53cm
£15-20
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A vintage oak frame wall mirror, approx. 46 x 36cm, in good condtion
with little wear to glass
£20-30
An early 19th Century mahogany fold over tea table having frieze drawer
and fluted legs, closed width approx. 91cm
£50-80
A vintage oak frame wall mirror, approx. 57 x 42cm
£20-30
A period oak gateleg table having drawers to each end, on turned legs.
Splitting to top and a few knocks and scrapes throughout hence the
sensible estimate
£40-60
A 19th Century oak pedestal table having circular top on turned column
and triple splay legs, diameter approx. 61cm, height 67cm. A few light
scratches to top but nicely polished
£50-80
A vintage mahogany tea table of rectangular form with undertier,
approx. 61 x 41cm, and a reproduction wine table of typical form in need
of some restoration, veneer warping a little to the top of the tea table
£20-30
A reproduction Regency style mahogany occasional table of drum form
with inset skiver leather top, diameter approx. 51cm
£50-80
An early 20th Century oak etage/bookshelf having shaped ends and
turned frame, width approx 69cm
£20-30
A golden oak refectory style occasional table, in the Priory style, approx.
48 x 30cm, height 43cm
£20-30
A 19th Century mahogany and burr walnut sewing table of octagonal
top, with lift flap and fitted interior (with some contents) , on facetted
column with foliate carved triple splay legs, no key but currently open
£50-80
An Edwardian mahogany toilet mirror having shield mirror on shaped
three drawer base, with satinwood inlay detailing, width approx. 45cm
£40-60
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A pair of nice quality and well proportioned reproduction regency
mahogany chests of two over three cockbeaded drawers , with
satinwood inlay detailing and brass drop handles, dimensions each
approx. W61 x D40 x H75cm, some beading missing off a couple of
drawers and veneer need a little attention in places but good
structurally
£100-150
A reproduction regency bow fronted chest of four long drawers, small
proportions, width approx. 61cm
£40-60
A modern circular golden oak dining table , having integral leaf extension
on square chunky legs, closed diameter approx. 110cm, few light
scratches only, and legs could do with tightening up
£40-60
A vintage Parker Knoll beach frame upholstered low armchair
£20-30
A modern marble effect coffee table in the classical style, approx. 110 x
60cm
£40-60
A Triumph metal industrial/office filing cabinet in brown and creamt,
having four drawers , also includes some Crystal suspension files etc,
height approx. 132cm
£20-30
A reproduction Louis XV style part burrwood demi lune hall or similar
chest on stand , having three small drawers to front, brass
embellishments and broken gallery, veneer beginning to lift a little on
the top section, width approx. 50cm
£40-60
A 19th Century Jacobean style side table having single frieze drawer with
double cushion and handles, turned legs and shaped stretcher,
dimensions approx. W75 D47 H72cm, a few light scratches and
watermarks to top and legs a little wobbly
£80-120
A composite stained frame side table of naive rustic form , dummy lock
so no key required , approx dimensions 63 x 42 x 69cm
£20-30
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A William IV mahogany breakfast table having beaded edge, on snap
hinge, turned column , platform base and quadruple scroll feet with
brass castors, approx. 142 x 104cm, a real nice quality piece, can't find a
stamp but very well made, some marks and scratching and a little crack
to the grain on the top, a couple of the beads have worked loose but
complete
£300-500
An early 20th Century mahogany frame piano stool of plain form with
arm rests and square tapered legs, needs reupholstering and a clean up
but seems sturdy enough
£20-30
A modern reproduction gilt frame wall mirror in the classical style with
foliate embellishments, and frame edged with burnished glass, fixings
allow it to be hung in portrait or landscape orientation , approx. 127 x
76cm
£50-80
An early to mid 20th Century oak and ply bureau bookcase
£10-15
A 19th Century mahogany rail back dining chair, on turned legs, drop in
seat needs reupholstering
£10-15
An early 20th Century mahogany and stained frame cheval mirror, of
plain form, with shaped leg and brass supports, height approx. 128cm,
width 53cm, some surface marks and light fox stains to the glass, scuffs
and marks on the frame
£40-60
A reproduction Regency mahogany dining table of typical form with
splay legs and brass paw feet, integral leaves for extension, closed
dimensions approx. 137cm x 80cm in need of an overhaul cosmetically
but seems solid enough
£20-30
A pair of 19th Century mahogany and inlaid demi lune hall tables, front
legs only, been secured to wall
£40-60
A modern pine wall mirror, approx. 92 x 67cm
£20-30
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A late 19th or early 20th Century mahogany dressing table possibly Arts
and Crafts with turned frame to mirror and two jewellery drawers, plain
brass handles and two over two drawer base, width approx. 95cm,
casters from front not attached but are present , usually wear and tear
throughout
£30-50
An early 20th Century oak side table having canted top and plain
undertier, splay square tapered legs, approx. dimensions 61 x 41cm, few
watermarks etc to the top , joints all feel secure with no visible signs of
worm
£30-50
A traditional Victorian style towel rail , later painted
£20-30
An early 20th Century mahogany towel rail
£20-30
A reproduction pine towel rail in the traditonal form with turned frame
£20-30
A traditional gilt frame wall mirror having oval centre surmounted with
foliate scroll work, overall dimension approx. 70 x 60cm, some damage
to the scroll work but broken parts have been retained and secured
£40-60
An Edwardian mahogany and inlaid trio nest of tables , having triple rail
ends and tapered splay legs, usual wear and tear , quite delicate with
some movement in the joints
£40-60
An early 20th Century firescreen having turned oak frame and tooled
leather panel and strap work showing significant damage
£20-30
An early 20th Century oak tea trolley of large proportions with drawer to
lower tier, dimensions approx 69 x 46cm
£30-50
An early 20th Century mahogany framed oval wall mirror, hung in
portrait orientation, approx 75 x 47cm
£20-30
A late 19th or early 20th Century stained frame and ply back low seat
arm chair
£40-60
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A late 19th or early 20th Century ebonised low seat arm chair
£40-60
A modern upright piano , inlaid Zender, in polished mahogany case
being overstrung, width approx. 132cm, a good compact piano of 7
octaves, 85 keys and two pedals, in nice condition and still holding tune
well after transportation
£200-300
An Indian brass top folding table having fretwork and carved turned
frame and detailed decoration to brass work with muli coloured peacock
design to recessed centre and edge, diameter approx. 60cm, top has
been bashed about a bit but has huge potential and should clean up
really well and make a stunning piece
£50-80
A vintage Gledhill and Sons cash register
£40-60
A Victorian chaise longue having carved frame including back rail, turned
legs and brass castors, nicely upholstered in burgundy velvet damask
style , length approx. 183cm
£120-180
An early to mid 20th Century mahogany fold up card table on turned
frame, approx. 61 x 50cm
£20-30
A stained frame shallow wall shelf, width approx. 58cm, depth 26cm
£10-15
An early 20th Century Queen Anne style dressing table stool , of oval
form with drop in embroidered seat and cabriole legs, width approx.
58cm
£30-50
An Edwardian mahogany pot cupboard having open slat back , panelled
door, later handle and square legs, approx. Dimensions W38 D37 H72cm
£20-30
A Victorian mahogany pot cupboard having open shelf over cupboard
with brass drop handle, dimensions approx. W40 D34 H73cm.
Shrinkage/splitting to door panel and sides
£20-30
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An early 20th Century stained frame cheval mirror having finials to
stand, shaped mirror and splay legs. Height approx. 147cm. Bit of qwear
and tear to both the glass and the frame
£30-50
A cute early 20th Century oak tea trolley of small proportions, approx.
50 x 32cm. Some watermarks etc to top but frame seems sturdy.
£30-50
A 19th Century stained frame waterfall bookcase, in the naive style
having shaped ends and feet, width approx. 92cm, height 147cm, shelf
depth from 15 to 30cm, upper back panel possibly replaced
£70-100
An early to mid 20th Century post Deco oak dressing table having ledge
back (no mirror) , the breakfront centre drawer flanked by triple drawers
to each side, metal handles to each. Width approx 98cm, depth at
narrowest point 44cm, a few marks and surface scratches to top but
generally sound with no obvious signs of worm
£30-50
A set of EIGHT (six plus two) stained frame dining chairs in the Louis XV
style having upholstered and studded seats and backs and shaped legs
£100-150
A pair of modern cream leather settees, being three and two seater,
width 210 and 170cm respectively, depth approx. 90cm. Would benefit
from a clean.
£80-120
A set of four late Victorian dining chairs having fan back and carving to
neck, seats and part back being later upholstered, on shaped legs
£40-60
An early 1990s reproduction Regency style extending dining table , from
William Bartletts Strongbow Yew Collection, dimensions W89cm length
152-188cm and a complementing set of six (four plus two) dining chairs
having drop in dralon seats
£50-80
An Oriental hardwood extending dining table and set of eight (six plus
two) similar dining chairs, table diameter approx. 116cm, with three
additional leaves of 43cm each , real solid piece just needs a clean up
£200-300
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A traditional Oriental carpet square having blue ground with vase and
naturalistic design, approx. 300 x 248cm
£100-150
An Edwardian mahogany toilet mirror having satinwood line inlay
decoration and triple drawer base , width approx. 43cm. Central drawer
locks and key is included. Veneer is beginning to lift throughout.
£40-60
A late 19th or early 20th Century mahogany fold over games table with
inlay decoration to frieze, on square tapered legs with spade feet, open
diameter approx. 92cm, the green beize top is marked
£50-80
A 19th Century mahogany bureau bookcase having glazed upper section
with three adjustable shelves, roll top desk section with slide out skiver
topped desk (centre lifts) and fitted stationery drawers with satinwood
fronts, over double cupboard section, plinth base in disrepair and needs
a general renovation throughout. No keys included but all locks are
currently open
£200-300
A large natural pine kitchen/dining/banquetting table having turned
legs, usually wear and tear but a good solid piece , dimensions approx.
213 x 92cm
£80-120
A copper coal or similar lidded bin having wrought iron fit, in the Arts
and Crafts style, diameter approx. 29cm, height 38cm
£30-50
A large copper lidded cauldron , in the Arts and Crafts style, diameter
approx 52cm, height 44cm
£50-80
An early 20th Century gramophone , Columbia model 109, includes a tin
of HMV needles , case a bit tatty but seems to wind and run OK
£40-60
A vintage Singer sewing machine in integral wooden case, with Crocodile
effect finish , model 306K, electric driven
£30-50
A Proline compact fridge
£10-15
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An Electrolux under counter freezer having four internal drawers. A bit
tatty on the outside but clean inside.
£30-50
A pair of traditional oak standard lamps with integral side tables, having
turned frames
£30-50
A period oak chest of three long burrwood fronted drawers with brass
handles and escutcheons , with panelled ends possibly later additions
and restoration, buts of beading missing and some splitting , dimensions
approx. W87 D56 H81cm
£120-180
An early 20th Century mahogany book trough of slatted design, on
turned frame with undershelf, width approx. 83cm
£40-60
A painted Romany style pine box, with snap closings and handle, maybe
for bait? Dimensions approx. 46 x 34 x 34cm
£30-50
A set of four Victorian baloon back chairs having scroll rails, two with
woolwork seats, two with later upholstery, on turned legs
£50-80
An early 20th Century single dining chair having slatted vase back and
upholstered drop in seat with later purple upholstery (needs
reupholstering) on square tapered legs
£10-15
A Panasonic CD Stereo System , with 5 CD changer and twin cassette
decks, model SA-AK18, includes speakers
£20-30
A late 19th oak side table in the Arts and Crafts style with ledge back and
sides having shaped and fine frame with X stretcher, approx dimensions
W46 D32 H75cm
£30-50
An early 20th Century oak and ply bedding box, of typical three panel
design, on bun feet, width approx. 90cm, height 61cm
£40-60
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An extensively carved side or hall table table having square top and
undertiert, frieze drawer with open lower section, approx width 53cm,
height 77cm
£50-80
A period oak carved dresser with mythical figure head to the ledge back,
lozenge carvung to frieze, possibly married to frame which is of turned
form, width approx. 122cm
£80-120
A Victorian stained frame wash stand having tiled back , marble top ,
double frieze drawers and central cupboard section , with turned legs, in
need of restoration, casters loose but present
£20-30
A 19th Century mahogany pedestal table having snap top on turned
column and triple splay legs , diameter approx. 74cm, usually marks but
nicely restored
£50-80
A late 19th or early 20th Century brass oil lamp having Corinthian
column glass reservoir and chimney (no shade)
£40-60
A set of three period oak dining chairs having shaped slat and rail backs,
solid seats and square. Nice examples in very clean condition.
£70-100
A modern metal and powder coated three rail towel stand, would also
possibly work as an umbrella or stick stand
£20-30
A traditional folding card table having fold in legs and green beize top,
approx. 76 x 76cm, a few small holes in the beize
£20-30
A 19th Century mahogany chest of two over three drawers having inlay
decoration to frieze, ivory escutcheons to four out of the five drawers
and flame mahogany drawer fronts, with wooden handles, on shaped
feet, dimensions approx. W118 D53 H119cm, some mpulding loose or
missing along with general wear and tear but seems substantially sound.
No keys but all drawers currently unlocked.
£100-150
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A 19th Century mahogany bow fronted chest of two over three drawers
having contrasting edging to top, width approx 114cm, height 125cm,
usual wear and tear but sound
£100-150
A traditional gilt frame wall mirror of foliate design , currently hung in
portait orientation, approx. 98 x 83cm, gilt work looks in nice order
generally
£50-80
An Edwardian mahogany piano stool having classic satinwood inlay and
upholstered seat, on turned legs, includes some sheet music etc
£30-50
A Magneta Electric clock, model 37, serial number 5239, the case being
later painted and embellished
£50-80
A modern gilt frame wall mirror, 85 x 60cm
£20-30
An Edwardian mahogany bureau bookcase having satinwood and other
inlay decoration throughout, astral glazed upper section , fitted interior
to desk section and four drawers to base, on bracket feet, dimensions
approx W91cm H225cm, in need of some restoration. Keys present and
operational for both upper and lower sections but they seem to be stuck
in the locks currently
£50-80
A late 19th or early 20th Century oak wardrobe in the Jacobean style
having internal sliding clothes rails, panelled doors and bun feet, approx
width 122cm height 191cm
£40-60
An Arts and Crafts style dark copper coal box, having band type detailing
and twist handles
£30-50
An Arts and Crafts golden oak dressing table having inverted heart motif
to the mirror support , with central drawer having Aesthetic handle,
three long drawers to base, with shaped handles , drawers badly fitted
£30-50
A traditional stained frame tea trolley with wood effect adhesive film
applied to top and undertier, with large rubber wheels
£10-15
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A Victorian mahogany side cabinet having four internal shelves,
dimensions approx. W56 D40 H100cm
£30-50
A Victorian mahogany sideboard base having ornate handles on both the
two frieze and the four lower drawers, width approx. 122cm`
£30-50
A late Victorian golden oak side table having frieze drawer and later
brass embelishments, and a traditional seagrass stool
£20-30
A 19th Century oak desk having extensively carved drawers, no keys but
all drawers currently unlocked, dimensions approx. W114 D54 H79cm
£100-150
A 19th Century mahogany Scotch style chest of three over three
drawers, having stepped top and column decoration to front, width
approx. 123cm depth 58cm. Significant scratches, marks and veneer lift
to top. There is also a concealed drawer in the frieze which can open
from inside. Locks quite stiff but all currently unlocked and two keys
present.
£50-80
A vintage circular top occasional table having Lloyd Loom frame and
undertier, diameter approx. 55cm
£30-50
An early 20th century mahogany sideboard having foliate and shaped
ledge back having gadrooned edge three central drawers flaked by
cupboards, on cabriole legs with ball and claw feet, width approx.
152cm. Two keys present but left hand cupboard is locked and won't
open currently
£50-80
An early 20th Century oak side cabinet of shallow proportions having
panelled doors , width approx. 91cm, depth 42cm , wear and tear to the
finish
£30-50
A 19th Century mahogany low seat nursing chair havimg knurl frame
with scroll detail, quite a bit of rubbing to frame and in need of
reupholstering
£40-60
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An early 20th Century mahogany double wardrobe having short cabriole
legs , locked with no key, width approx. 116cm
£20-30
A reproduction yew wood corner display cabinet with cupboard under,
from the William Bartlett Strongbow collection (early 1990s) , height
approx. 189cm , key present
£40-60
An early to mid 20th Century oak double wardrobe in a late Deco design,
locked and no key, width approx. 119cm plus coat hook to one side
£20-30
A 19th Century scumbled pine blanket box having internal candle box
and double drawer, and metal handles to end, and a selection of vintage
table linen, dimensions approx. 112 x 56 x 54cm, on later castors
£80-120
A 19th Century oak gateleg dining table, in poor condition with some
signs of historical worm hence the low estimate, definitely salvageable
or treatable
£20-30

